1. Welcome & Introductions
   The Chair welcomed members and introductions were made.

2. Apologies
   Lindsay Blackmore, Wendy Burke.

3. Notes of the Previous Meeting & Matters Arising
   The notes the previous meeting were agreed as a true record.

   Data collection there was NPS meeting in Darlington regarding the collating of data and ICT issues, an invite was referred to GC. PC will follow up if this was attended.

   The previous meeting had been moved to White Swan, future meeting again view CCTV control room.

4. Appointment of Deputy Chair
   JB was nominated as deputy chair and this was seconded and agreed.

5. Serious Organised Crime Profile
   PB attended the meeting to provide the group with an update on the Serious Organised Crime Profile. The group were informed that the annual profile has been finalised and a copy will be circulated with minutes this information can be shared as there is no sensitive information included. The report gives a picture of organised crime across whole force and a break down to Northern area command. The main highlights of the reports are modern day slavery, drugs and fire arms and maps organised crime groups, although this doesn’t make up the totality of the organised crime threat. The majority for Northumbria area is drug trafficking the profile breaks this down further. PB’s team look towards next 12 month and a draft multi agency action plan has been developed.

   Members were asked to review the documents that will be circulated with the notes and to provide any feedback via LO within 2 to 3 weeks. PB noted that there has been a lot of work making links with CRC and NPS regionally re: release prison & conditions on
licences. JM will ensure PW is receiving the updates from Debbie Addlestone regarding the NPS involvement.

6. Community Safety Strategy/Consultation Results/Work Plan
LO updated the group on the progress of the Community Safety Strategy refresh noting that the timetable has been revised to allow for consideration of the strategic and operational review of ASB work that is on-going within the council.

The strategic work plan will cover the 4 strategic priorities and will be reviewed annually. Members of the Board will be contacted in the coming weeks to consider what mainstream or project work fits under the priorities. The first draft of the work plan will be required for 30 September and will come to the November meeting for sign off.

LO noted that along with the refresh of the strategy that the group should review the membership of the board and suggested as non statutory non voting members that Street Pastors, Nexus and the North Tyneside Business Forum are invited and opened up to other members to make suggestions. AH noted his support for all 3 of the suggestions as Police are working closely with Street Pastors and Nexus. CB commented that the link with the Young Mayor or cabinet member be strengthened. JB suggested the Coastguard could be invited as this would fit around coastal water safety, there was some discussion as to who the representative should be and LO will consider this further and make the appropriate invite.

7. Performance Report
PC presented the report with a summary of the performance noting the following; VWI highest reported – over 7000 over 1st 12 months, due to the classification of crimes the increases could be what was previously classified as ASB. Criminal damage and arson was the 2nd highest reported. incident per pop. ASB in Wallsend was double the borough average. Perception data from the residents survey show that 91% feel safe during the day and 60% at night although this changes in different wards.

The Policy & Performance team have developed a new dashboard although PC noted that this is still in work in progress and can be added to by agencies data. PC can send out the link to the tablau software for the group to review. The group discussed the new dashboard and AH noted Police looking at more long term to look at trends. This software is good at pulling out hotspots. Violence & sexual information is grouped not drilled down at this level which would be benefit if pulling out individual problems. JM raised the issue that this doesn’t show why increases e.g housing for ex offenders and asked how do you capture the why, to look at preventative measures? Could information show offenders housing position? Rehousing prisoners is the biggest hurdle for NPS, they then can go on to target vulnerable people. PS clarified that the group need to consider what metrics do we need to collate to give a richer picture and how will this feedback to the Board and is there another group that needs be at a lower level then the Board to allocate the tactical work and provide feedback.

**ACTIONS** - PC to circulate the link to tablau information. PC and LO look at what groups and data is available that will give Board a better overview of operational issues such as Housing for ex offenders.

AH provided an update noting that violence against person has increased by 200% since 2010 with sex offences increasing 300% in the same period. The sexual offences can be attributed to recording, more victims coming forward and the implementation of the VAWG strategy. Another area that has seen large increases is reports from social
media threats and intimidation. The funding cuts have amounted to 135 million since 2010 when the increases have started to take effect. An area that has seen an increase is common assault with the vast majority of crimes for stalking and coercive control but these are high profile issues. Auto crime had been noted in press to have been on the increase but AH explained that there was a rise August to December the previous year but this was due to 1 person who has now been convicted and serving a sentence. No further rise in vehicle crime, the majority are opportunistic thieves when phones/laptopsetc are left in vehicles. ASB cullercoates – has evened out no further spikes.

8. Community Safety Update Report
DHR updates
The group were updated on the progress of DHRs 4 and 5 and the Panel meetings that were held in June that reviewed each agency report and gave opportunity for group discussions. The process has identified some further actions for agencies and for further scrutiny of some areas. A meeting with the father of the DHR5 victim was recently held but we still need to try to engage with the brother of DHR4.

Hate Crime Group updates
JC informed the group that the last meeting of the Hate Crime Group was held in June and they are now receiving performance report from the Police Community Engagement Team which gave a good breakdown of the types of incidents and some of the progress/outcomes. At this meeting the group agreed that they also need to address community tensions and agreed to a template to try to capture information that could not be getting reported to the police e.g anecdotal information from service users, environment information on graffiti etc. Funding will be a key issue for the group to look at developing services and resources and they have agreed to keep a funding library of ideas.

9. Items for Information
The Addresses Causing Concern briefing note was circulated for information. It was noted that PH has stepped down as Chair and Sam Dand has taken on the Chair role. PS suggested that SD is invited to future meetings to present the briefings, the group AGREED.

10. Any Other Business
CB informed the group that at the recent Police Crime Panel meeting she asked for further information of the £2000 community grants with a break down of the geographical areas covered.

CB noted that Partners reports will be welcome and to contact JC if they would like an agenda item added – JM noted that he will give a presentation around the work of the NPS for the November agenda.

11. Date & Time of Next Meeting
The next meeting of the SNT will be held on Wednesday 7 November 2018 at Quadrant East, Room 4.02. AH also suggested a meeting being held at Middle Engine Lane and a visit of the custody suite for a future meeting.